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Agenda

• Introduction
• What is AI?
• What is machine learning and how does it 

work?
• How is AI being applied in animal welfare?
• Opportunities for AI in animal welfare



Hi.

• Tech innovation team at Best 
Friends

• Eight years managing digital 
product development and 
marketing

• MBA candidate, USC Marshall 
School of Business
– Social Enterprise Fellow
– Forte Women’s FellowJessica Schleder

Summer intern in tech 
innovation at Best Friends



Goals

1) Gain basic understanding of artificial 
intelligence

2) Learn how AI is being applied within animal 
welfare

3) Identify opportunities to use AI to address 
pain points within YOUR organization



What is artificial 
intelligence?







You use it every day



You use it every day



You use it every day



You use it every day

Spam filter



How is it all connected?

Prediction



How is it all connected?



It’s happening



What is machine 
learning and how does 
it work?



How is it all connected?

Machine 
learning



How is it all connected?

Algorithm



How is it all connected?



AI as artificial intelligence



Training the algorithm

Reinforcement 
training



Training a dog, or an algorithm

Show dog treat Show algorithm email

Command: If I say sit, you 
put your butt down

Command: if you see 
“$$$,” send email to spam 

folder

Result: Treat
Result: Correct 

identification or incorrect 
identification



Easier understanding



Easier understanding



How is AI being applied 
in animal welfare?



How is AI being used?

• ID and image recognition
• Logistics
• Shelter software
• Sensors



What AI is out there that isn’t 
being applied to animal welfare, 
but COULD BE?



How is AI being used?

• Jobs recruitment
• Logistics
• Marketing
• Sensing



Brainstorm time



It’s happening

What could be better predicted?



AI isn’t perfect.





Computer vision
Computers have been able to read text and numbers for decades, but 
have only recently learned to see, hear and speak. 

AI is an omnibus term for a “salad bowl” of different segments and 
disciplines, says Fei-Fei Li, director of Stanford’s AI Lab and an 
executive at Google’s cloud-computing unit. 

Subsections of AI include robotics, which is changing factories and 
assembly lines, and computer vision, used in applications from 
identifying something or someone in a photo to self-driving car 
technology. 

Computer vision is AI’s “killer app,” says Ms. Li, because it can be used 
in so many settings, but AI has also become more adept at recognizing 
speech. It underlies voice assistants on phones and home speakers and 
allows algorithms to listen to calls and take in the speaker’s tone and 
content.



Easier understanding






